COSHP Committees for 2015-2016

ACADEMIC STANDARDS
Serving from July 1, 2014 until June 30, 2016
Kondratov, Roman BGES
Zhou, Aimin CHM
Poreh, Amir PSY

Serving from July 1, 2015 until June 30, 2017
Gold, Leah MTH
Resnick, Andy, Chair PHY

BUDGET AND PLANNING
Serving from July 1, 2014 until June 30, 2016
Goodman, Glenn, Chair HSC
Srinivasan, Partha MTH (PLOA replacement by Wu, Yuping from July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016)
Horvath, Michael PSY

Serving from July 1, 2015 until June 30, 2017
Severson, Aaron BGES
Bickel, Jessica PHY

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Serving from July 1, 2014 until June 30, 2016
Lupton, Gregory, Chair MTH
Horvath, Michael PSY
Barik, Sailen BGES

Serving from July 1, 2015 until June 30, 2017
O’Connor, Anne CHM
Zurcher, Ulrich PHY

FACULTY AFFAIRS
Serving from July 1, 2014 until June 30, 2016
Wolin, Julie BGES
Kalafatis, Michael, Chair CHM
Fodor, Petru S. PHY
Pantano, Kathleen J. HSC

Serving from July 1, 2015 until June 30, 2017
Allensworth-Davies, Don HSC
Martins, Felipe MTH
NOMINATING
Serving from July 1, 2014 until June 30, 2016
Xu, Yan CHM
Fasong Yuan BGES (PLOA replacement for Srinivasan, Partha MTH)
McMahon, Colleen PSY

Serving from July 1, 2015 until June 30, 2017
McIntyre, Karen HSC
Vitali, Jacqueline, Chair PHY

SECRETARY
Serving a one-year term
O’Connor, Anne CHM

COSHP STEERING COMMITTEE (AT-LARGE)
Serving a one-year term
Vitali, Jacqueline PHY

FACULTY SENATE
Serving from September 1, 2014 until August 31, 2016
Shukla, Girish BGES
Mazumder, Barsanjit BGES
Ekelman, Beth, Rep. HSC
Lupton, Gregory MTH

Serving from September 1, 2015 until August 31, 2017
Krebs, Bob BGES
Fodor, Petru S. PHY
Resnick, Andy PHY
Smith, Albert PSY

COSHP PEER REVIEW COMMITTEE
Serving from July 1, 2014 until June 30, 2016
Bayachou, Mekki CHM Professor
Judge, Katherine PSY Associate Professor

Serving from September 1, 2015 until August 31, 2017
Dean, Jeff BGES Professor
Bazyk, Susan, Chair HSC Professor
Ivan Soprunov        MTH        Associate Professor (PLOA replacement for Sally Shao, Professor, MTH)

UNIVERSITY PEER REVIEW COMMITTEE
Serving from July 1, 2014 until June 30, 2016
Goodman, Glenn        HSC        Professor